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If in the Renaissance art’s awe was the product of the value of beauty, in Mannerism the 

product of eccentricity, and in the Baroque of marvel, in contemporary art, instead, that 

essential characteristic is expressed in an «eaplosive» way because, apparently at least, there 

are no sanctions for the artist.  The artist was initially forced to mimic this feature, at the risk 

of incurring even corporal punishment, and metaphoric transvestitism guaranteed the artist’s 

existence.  The work’s energy was concealed in the magic of a language that constructed 

images of ideal beauty, provocative because of its unattainability and the impossibility of its 

everyday achievement.  Man was put face to face with his own ephemeral and imperfect 

existence, crushed by the eternal models of art.  The artist himself was an error in the light of 

the work’s perfection.  Pascale finds that those models of perfection are no longer feasible and 

instead produces, with the upheavals of existence, tumultous images built out of the 

smithereens left by the generalized catastrophe of living.  The spectacle is overwhelming and 

frontal. 

 

The false cordiality of recognizable materials from everyday life, like wood, increases the 

«terribleness» of the images in their dual condition of seeing and of being seen, of 

precariousness and fluctuation. 

 

The terribleness of Picasso’s affirmation that “I don’t seek, I find” is demonstrated in the fact 

that the contemporary artist moves among Nietzchean rafters, among the finds of a probable 

shipwreck.  But to make it a double shipwreck, a double earthquake, a double catastrophe, 

one has to be an artist, have the vision that plunges into the shipwreck of existence in order to 

demand from art an ulterior derangement confounding the rules of everyday language. 

 

Be an artist, a philosopher, a practitioner of the exemplary gesture.  «If in Socrates’ place there 

had  been a slave or even a Greek woman who, by their own death, put loyalty to the law 

above all, they would have been crazy and no wise» (Theodore Adorno).  Thus not everyone 

can do the double shipwreck; this is the necessarily odious fact in art or the exemplary gesture 

of culture.  Aversion is born of social envy, of not being able to follow the models put on the 

stage by the art that produces a spectacle but also the impossibility of a second execution. 

 



The bulk of society is relegated to the position of pure observer, even if at times a dreamer.  

This is reflected in its condition as a «wave», a movement governed by superior forces without 

being able to simulate one of its own.  The odious supremacy of art, including Pascale’s, is 

based on this weakness. 

 

For this reason, ultimately, the work itself can sometimes be awesome to its own creator.  

Because art, upon being rendered in form, takes on characteristics of reality circularly 

governed by internal laws that no one, not even the artist, can ever elude.  In fact, many artists 

have lived with a work for a long time, like Leonardo with the Mona Lisa, or have confused the 

irreducibility of the image with their own body, like Van Gogh.   

 

Some may find their own Nietzchean «rafter», but not all know what to do with it.  Picasso’s 

honest conceit was born of this commitment.  If nature is capable of producing earthquakes 

and catastrophes, only the artist manages to make, in the disorder governing us, an ulterior 

gesture of disorder organized according to formal laws that govern a particular order. 

 

Thus Pascale’s art is not the duplication of reality, a naturalistic copying of things.  Because it 

moves along trajectories not inscribed in the normal system of the pre-existing.  Be it abstract 

or figurative, art forces the world to look at it, thereby saving the artist from the frustration of 

not being the marvel of the world him or herself.  For this to happen, the artist becomes the 

artificer, up to a certain point knowingly so, of a strong and sensitive gesture that introduces 

another turbulence in social interchange.  In this Leonardo was right in saying that «painting is 

a mental thing», but so is sculpture.  Because the artist plans, not the result, but surely the 

intention of the creative gesture.  In doing so, he focuses attention on the production of his 

own simulacra and guarantees company for his solitary act of creation that he simulates by the 

introduction and irruption of creative activity in the weave of social communication. 

 

«Sight is of all the senses the one that can least be freed from the assessments of the mind» 

(Jean Jacques Rousseau).  Generally, sculpture seems to be a genre destined to control the 

material and not sight.  Sculpting means formalizing the equilibrium between various 

counterpoised drives, not the least of which is putting the material in contact in a way that 

respects the natural laws of gravity. 

 

This artist  has always thought of sculpture in terms of images and thus of form superimposed 

over the judgement of the eye.  Favoring the eye in this case naturally implies the possibility of 



considering the material detached from the ground, isolated from other contacts and 

suspended in a visible confine by the target of sight. 

 

As in painting, Pascale has undertaken a process of shallowing depth, has carried out a process 

of reduction from three-dimensionality to the two-dimensionality of the silhouette.  A process 

that belongs to all contemporary art geared to surmounting the barrier of naturalistic 

representation. 

 

The sculptor has established with the material, predominantly wood, a relationship that 

pertains in general to the preferences of the «painter», the artist protected by the two-

dimensional surface against the vertiginousness of the depths of perspective.  Pascale’s 

monochromatic sculpture bears witness, in the consistency of the ligneous material, to the 

possibility of a genre capable of the regenerating its own specificity, to the point of taking on 

itself the commitment of painting/sculpture as a «mental thing».  The figure’s outlining tends 

to capture the metaphysical substance of the image that takes flight toward the dark nucleus 

of the material and makes its landing in the suspension of the forms. 
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